Libri Editori E Pubblico Nel Mondo Antico
Guida S
Eventually, you will agreed discover a further experience and execution by spending more cash. yet
when? accomplish you give a positive response that you require to get those all needs bearing in mind
having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more just about the globe, experience, some places,
subsequent to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unquestionably own get older to behave reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could
enjoy now is libri editori e pubblico nel mondo antico guida s below.

Cicero's De Provinciis Consularibus Oratio Luca Grillo 2015-02-17 Perhaps no other single Roman speech
exempliﬁes the connection between oratory, politics and imperialism better than Cicero's De Provinciis
Consularibus, pronounced to the senate in 56 BC. Cicero puts his talents at the service of the powerful
"triumviri" (Caesar, Crassus and Pompey), whose aims he advances by appealing to the senators'
imperialistic and chauvinistic ideology. This oration, then, yields precious insights into several areas of
late republican life: international relations between Rome and the provinces (Gaul, Macedonia and
Judaea); the senators' view on governors, publicani (tax-farmers) and foreigners; the dirty mechanics of
high politics in the 50s, driven by lust for domination and money; and Cicero's own role in that political
choreography. This speech also exempliﬁes the exceptional range of Cicero's oratory: the invective
against Piso and Gabinius calls for biting irony, the praise of Caesar displays high rhetoric, the rejection
of other senators' recommendations is a tour de force of logical and sophisticated argument, and Cicero's
justiﬁcation for his own conduct is embedded in the self-fashioning narrative which is typical of his post
reditum speeches. This new commentary includes an updated introduction, which provides the readers
with a historical, rhetorical and stylistic background to appreciate the complexities of Cicero's oration, as
well as indexes and maps.
Copying Early Christian Texts Alan Mugridge 2016-07-19 It is widely believed that the early Christians
copied their texts themselves without a great deal of expertise, and that some copyists introduced
changes to support their theological beliefs. In this volume, however, Alan Mugridge examines all of the
extant Greek papyri bearing Christian literature up to the end of the 4th century, as well as several
comparative groups of papyri, and concludes that, on the whole, Christian texts, like most literary texts in
the Roman world, were copied by trained scribes. Professional Christian scribes probably became more
common after the time of Constantine, but this study suggests that in the early centuries the copyists of
Christian texts in Greek were normally trained scribes, Christian or not, who reproduced those texts as
part of their trade and, while they made mistakes, copied them as accurately as any other texts they
were called upon to copy.
A History of Reading Alberto Manguel 2014-08-26 At one magical instant in your early childhood, the
page of a book—that string of confused, alien ciphers—shivered into meaning, and at that moment,
whole universes opened. You became, irrevocably, a reader. Noted essayist and editor Alberto Manguel
moves from this essential moment to explore the six-thousand-year-old conversation between words and
that hero without whom the book would be a lifeless object: the reader. Manguel brilliantly covers
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reading as seduction, as rebellion, and as obsession and goes on to trace the quirky and fascinating
history of the reader’s progress from clay tablet to scroll, codex to CD-ROM.
Pappus of Alexandria and the Mathematics of Late Antiquity Seraﬁna Cuomo 2007-06-21 This book is at
once an analytical study of one of the most important mathematical texts of antiquity, the Mathematical
Collection of the fourth-century AD mathematician Pappus of Alexandria, and also an examination of the
work's wider cultural setting. An important ﬁrst chapter looks at the mathematicians of the period and
how mathematics was perceived by people at large. The central chapters of the book analyse sections of
the Collection, identifying features typical of Pappus's mathematical practice. The ﬁnal chapter draws
together the various threads and presents a fuller description of Pappus's mathematical 'agenda'. This is
one of few books to deal extensively with the mathematics of Late Antiquity. It sees Pappus's text as part
of a wider context and relates it to other contemporary cultural practices and opens avenues to research
into the public understanding of mathematics and mathematical disciplines in antiquity.
Reading and Writing in the Time of Jesus Allan Millard 2005-04-01 Jesus never wrote a book. Most
scholars assume that information about Jesus was preserved only orally up until the writing of the
Gospels, allowing ample time for the stories of Jesus to grow and diversify. Alan Millard here argues that
written reports about Jesus could have been made during his lifetime and that some among his
audiences and followers may very well have kept notes, ﬁrst-hand documents that the Evangelists could
weave into their narratives.
Martial's Epigrams Book Two 2004-01-08 This edition provides an English translation of and detailed
commentary on the second book of epigrams published by the Latin poet Marcus Valerius Martialis. The
past ten years have seen a resurgence of interest in Martial's writings. But contemporary readers are in
particular need of assistance when approaching these epigrams, and until now there has been no
modern commentary dedicated to Book II. This new commentary carefully illuminates the allusions to
people, places, things, and cultural practices of late ﬁrst-century Rome that pervade Martial's poetry. It
analyzes the epigrammatist's poems as literary creations, treating such topics as the structure of the
individual poems and of the book as a whole, and the inﬂuence of earlier texts on Martial's language and
themes.
Hippocrates and Medical Education Manfred Horstmanshoﬀ 2010-10-25 The collection of writings known
as the Corpus Hippocraticum played a decisive role in medical education for more than twenty four
centuries. This is the ﬁrst full-length volume on medical education in Graeco-Roman antiquity since
Kudlien’s seminal article from 1970. The articles in this volume were originally presented as papers at the
XIIth International Colloquium Hippocraticum in Leiden in 2005.
Martial: Select Epigrams Martial 2003-06-05 Table of contents
Christianity, Book-Burning and Censorship in Late Antiquity Dirk Rohmann 2016-07-25 It is estimated that
only a small fraction, less than 1 per cent, of ancient literature has survived to the present day. The role
of Christian authorities in the active suppression and destruction of books in Late Antiquity has received
surprisingly little sustained consideration by academics. In an approach that presents evidence for the
role played by Christian institutions, writers and saints, this book analyses a broad range of literary and
legal sources, some of which have hitherto been little studied. Paying special attention to the problem of
which genres and book types were likely to be targeted, the author argues that in addition to heretical,
magical, astrological and anti-Christian books, other less obviously subversive categories of literature
were also vulnerable to destruction, censorship or suppression through prohibition of the copying of
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manuscripts. These include texts from materialistic philosophical traditions, texts which were to become
the basis for modern philosophy and science. This book examines how Christian authorities, theologians
and ideologues suppressed ancient texts and associated ideas at a time of fundamental transformation in
the late classical world.
A Companion to Greek Literature Martin Hose 2020-02-11 A Companion to Greek Literature presents a
comprehensive introduction to the wide range of texts and literary forms produced in the Greek language
over the course of a millennium beginning from the 6th century BCE up to the early years of the
Byzantine Empire. Features contributions from a wide range of established experts and emerging
scholars of Greek literature Oﬀers comprehensive coverage of the many genres and literary forms
produced by the ancient Greeks—including epic and lyric poetry, oratory, historiography, biography,
philosophy, the novel, and technical literature Includes readings that address the production and
transmission of ancient Greek texts, historic reception, individual authors, and much more Explores the
subject of ancient Greek literature in innovative ways
Deﬁning Authorship, Debating Authenticity Roberta Berardi 2020-10-26 This volume explores the themes
of authorship and authenticity – and connected issues – from the Classical Antiquity to the Renaissance.
Its reﬂection is constructed within a threefold framework. A ﬁrst section includes topics dealing with
dubious or uncertain attribution of ancient works, homonymous writers, and problems regarding the
reliability of compilation literature. The middle section goes through several issues concerning
authorship: the balance between the author’s contribution to their own work and the role of
collaborators, pupils, circles, reviewers, scribes, and even older sources, but also the inﬂuence of
diﬀerent compositional stages on the concept of ‘author’, and the challenges presented by anonymous
texts. Finally, a third crucial section on authenticity and forgeries concludes the book: it contains
contributions dealing with spurious works – or sections of works – , mechanisms of interpolation,
misattribution, and deliberate forgery. The aim of the book is therefore to exemplify the many nuances of
the complex problems of authenticity and authorship of ancient texts.
The Letters of Jerome Andrew Cain 2009-02-19 In life Jerome's authority was frequently questioned,
yet following his death he was venerated as a saint. Andrew Cain systematically examines Jerome's
idealized self-presentation across the extant epistolary corpus, exploring how and why Jerome used letter
writing as a means to bid for status as an expert on the Bible and ascetic spirituality.
Writers and Readers in Medieval Italy Armando Petrucci 1995-01-01 This study of reading and writing in
medieval Italy addresses the concerns of how people learned to write, what they wrote and read, how
scribes were trained, the purpose for which books were copied, and how ideas about books inﬂuenced
their use, preservation and transmission.
The Medieval Manuscript Book Michael Johnston 2015-08-10 Traditional scholarship on manuscripts has
tended to focus on issues concerning their production and has shown comparatively little interest in the
cultural contexts of the manuscript book. The Medieval Manuscript Book redresses this by focusing on
aspects of the medieval book in its cultural situations. Written by experts in the study of the handmade
book before print, this volume combines bibliographical expertise with broader insights into the theory
and praxis of manuscript study in areas from bibliography to social context, linguistics to location, and
archaeology to conservation. The focus of the contributions ranges widely, from authorship to
miscellaneity, and from vernacularity to digital facsimiles of manuscripts. Taken as a whole, these essays
make the case that to understand the manuscript book it must be analyzed in all its cultural complexity,
from production to transmission to its continued adaptation.
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The Cambridge Ancient History Alan K. Bowman 1982
Libri, editori e pubblico nel mondo antico. Guida storica e critica. A cura di guglielmo cavallo 1977
Inside Roman Libraries George W. Houston 2014-11-17 Libraries of the ancient world have long held a
place in the public imagination. Even in antiquity, the library at Alexandria was nearly legendary. Until
now there has been relatively little research to discover what was inside these libraries, how the
collections came into being and evolved, and who selected and maintained the holdings. In this engaging
and meticulously researched study, George W. Houston examines a dozen speciﬁc book collections of
Roman date in the ﬁrst comprehensive attempt to answer these questions. Through a careful analysis of
the contents of the collections, Houston reveals the personalities and interests of their owners, shows
how manuscripts were acquired, organized, and managed, and identiﬁes the various purposes that
libraries served. He considers the life expectancy of manuscripts, the sizes of libraries, and dangers to
books, as well as the physical objects within libraries from scribal equipment to works of art. The result is
a clearer, more speciﬁc, and more detailed picture of ancient book collections and the elements of
Roman libraries than has previously been possible.
Epitomic Writing in Late Antiquity and Beyond Paolo Felice Sacchi 2022-09-22 This volume makes a
powerful argument for epitome (combining textual dismemberment and re-composition) as a broad
hermeneutic ﬁeld encompassing multifarious historical, conceptual and aesthetical concerns. The
contributors gather from across the globe to present case studies of the 'summing up' of cultural
artefacts, literary and artistic, in epitomic writing, and as a collective they demonstrate the importance of
this genre that has been largely overlooked by scholars. The volume is divided into ﬁve sections: the ﬁrst
showcases the broad range of ﬁelds from which epitomic analysis can be made, from classics to
postmodernism to cultural memory studies; the second focuses in on epitome as dismemberment in
writing from late antiquity to the modern day; the third considers a 'productive negativity' of epitomic
writings and how they are useful tools for investigating the very borders and paradoxes of language; the
fourth brings this to bear on materiality; the ﬁfth considers re-composition as a counterpart to
dismemberment and problematises it. Across the volume, examples are taken from important late
antique writers such as Ausonius, Clement of Alexandria, Macrobius, Nepos, Nonius Marcellus and
Symphosius, and from modern authors such as Antonin Artaud, Barthes, Nabokov and Pascal Quignard.
Epitomic writings about art from decorated tabulae to sarcophagi are also included, as are epitomic
images themselves in the form of manuscript illustrations that sum up their text.
A raccontar del libro Maurizio Copedè 2021-04-30 Maurizio Copedè è appassionato di libri, in tutte le
sue accezioni. E il libro è stato anche il suo mondo per motivi di lavoro. Dopo una vita passata a studiarlo,
a preoccuparsi di come tutelarlo e conservarlo, oggi ci introduce alla storia del libro. Ne esce un racconto
che risale alla notte dei tempi, a quando l’uomo ha sentito la necessità di raccontare in qualche modo la
sua storia: dalle pitture rupestri della preistoria all’attuale ebook. Tanti gli aneddoti e le curiosità che
divertiranno nella lettura della storia di quest’oggetto che ha cambiato e cambia la vita delle persone e
dell’umanità. Maurizio Copedè, nato nel dicembre del 1943, vive in provincia di Firenze. Ha lavorato per
44 anni nel campo della conservazione del libro e dei documenti d’archivio. È stato responsabile del
Servizio conservazione e segretario generale del Gabinetto G.P. Vieusseux, docente all’Università di Pisa,
docente in numerosi seminari e corsi in Italia e all’Estero, relatore in numerosi convegni e svolto
conferenze in Italia e all’Estero, membro di vari comitati e commissioni scientiﬁche, autore di libri e
saggi. Svolge da molti anni attività in un’associazione di volontariato nel campo archeologico, di cui è
stato per molti anni presidente.
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The Last Pagans of Rome Alan Cameron 2011 In a detailed analysis of the visual and textual evidence,
this book disputes the widely held view that the late fourth century saw a vigorous and determined
"pagan reaction" to the take-over of the Roman world by Christianity, at both the political and cultural
level.
A History of Reading in the West Guglielmo Cavallo 2003 Literature has not always been written in
the same ways, nor has it been received or read in the same ways over the course of Western
civilization. Cavallo (Greek palaeography, U. of Rome La Sapienza), Chartier (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Sociales, Paris) and a number of other international contributors, address themes that highlight
the transformation of reading methods and materials over the ages, such as the way texts in the Middle
Ages were often written with the voice in mind, as they would have been read aloud, or even sung.
Articles explore the innovations in the physical evolution of the book, as well as the growth and
development of a broad-based reading public.
The Origins of Criticism Andrew Ford 2009-01-10 By "literary criticism" we usually mean a selfconscious act involving the technical and aesthetic appraisal, by individuals, of autonomous works of art.
Aristotle and Plato come to mind. The word "social" does not. Yet, as this book shows, it should--if, that is,
we wish to understand where literary criticism as we think of it today came from. Andrew Ford oﬀers a
new understanding of the development of criticism, demonstrating that its roots stretch back long before
the sophists to public commentary on the performance of songs and poems in the preliterary era of
ancient Greece. He pinpoints when and how, later in the Greek tradition than is usually assumed, poetry
was studied as a discipline with its own principles and methods. The Origins of Criticism complements the
usual, history-of-ideas approach to the topic precisely by treating criticism as a social as well as a
theoretical activity. With unprecedented and penetrating detail, Ford considers varying scholarly
interpretations of the key texts discussed. Examining Greek discussions of poetry from the late sixth
century B.C. through the rise of poetics in the late fourth, he asks when we ﬁrst can recognize anything
like the modern notions of literature as imaginative writing and of literary criticism as a special
knowledge of such writing. Serving as a monumental preface to Aristotle's Poetics, this book allows
readers to discern the emergence, within the manifold activities that might be called criticism, of the
historically speciﬁc discourse on poetry that has shaped subsequent Western approaches to literature.
Early Latin Poetry Jackie Elliott 2022-04-04 This study oﬀers an introduction to the fragmentary record of
early Roman poetry. In focus are the contexts, practitioners, and reception of early Roman drama
(excluding comedy), epic, and satire, along with the challenges which our evidence for these entails.
A Bibliography on Writing and Written Language Konrad Ehlich 2011-06-01 The bibliography oﬀers
information on research about writing and written language over the past 50 years. No comprehensive
bibliography on this subject has been published since Sattler's (1935) handbook. With a selection of some
27,500 titles it covers the most important literature in all scientiﬁc ﬁelds relating to writing. Emphasis has
been placed on the interdisciplinary organization of the bibliography, creating many points of common
interest for literacy experts, educationalists, psychologists, sociologists, linguists, cultural
anthropologists, and historians. The bibliography is organized in such a way as to provide the specialist
as well as the researcher in neighboring disciplines with access to the relevant literature on writing in a
given ﬁeld. While necessarily selective, it also oﬀers information on more specialized bibliographies. In
addition, an overview of norms and standards concerning 'script and writing' will prove very useful for
non-professional readers. It is, therefore, also of interest to the generally interested public as a reference
work for the humanities.
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Medieval Herbals Minta Collins 2000-01-01 Collins shows how the principal herbal traditions of Classical
descent were replaced by a new observation of nature that itself paved the way for the magniﬁcent
paintings of later French and Italian herbals.
The School of Doubt Orazio Cappello 2019-03-14 In The School of Doubt Orazio Cappello presents a
study of Cicero’s fragmentary philosophical treatise on sense-perception, the Academica, examining the
dialogue’s literary, historiographical and theoretical texture.
Il libro nel mondo antico Horst Blanck 2008-11-01 Una storia del libro nel mondo antico che prende le
mosse dal sistema alfabetico greco e latino e passa in rassegna i problemi connessi alla civiltà scrittoria:
la conoscenza della scrittura e della lettura nel mondo greco e romano; i materiali scrittori, inorganici e
organici; le forme principali del libro antico, rotolo e codice; i libri illustrati. Sono inoltre discusse le
principali fonti su circolazione e commercio librari nel mondo greco-romano, e su luoghi, modi e tempi di
conservazione. Inﬁne vengono prese in esame le biblioteche pubbliche e private nel mondo greco e
romano: storia, architettura e funzionamento. Questa edizione, rivista e aggiornata rispetto all’originale
tedesco (1992), è fondata sul riesame delle fonti antiche e arricchita da un supplemento bibliograﬁco e
da un apparato di indici.
`Virgins of God' : The Making of Asceticism in Late Antiquity Susanna Elm 1994-09-15 Many of
the institutions fundamental to the role of men and women in society today were formed in late antiquity.
This path-breaking study oﬀers a comprehensive look at how Christian women of this time initiated
alternative, ascetic ways of living, both with and without men. The author studies how these practices
were institutionalized, and why later they were either eliminated or transformed by a new Christian
Roman elite of men we now think of as the founding fathers of monasticism. - ;Situated in a period that
witnessed the genesis of institutions fundamental to this day, this path-breaking study oﬀers a
comprehensive look at how ancient Christian women initiated ascetic ways of living, and how these
practices were then institutionalized. Using the organization of female asceticism in Asia Minor and Egypt
as a lever, the author demonstrates that - in direct contrast to later conceptions - asceticism began
primarly as an urban movement. Crucially, it also originated with men and women living together,
varying the model of the family. The book then traces how, in the course of the fourth century, these
early organizational forms underwent a transformation. Concurrent with the doctrinal struggles to
redeﬁne the Trinity, and with the formation of a new Christian --eacute--;lite, men such as Basil of
Caesarea changed the institutional conﬁguration of ascetic life in common: they emphasized the
segregation of the sexes, and the supremacy of the rural over urban models. At the same time, ascetics
became clerics, who increasingly used female saints as symbols for the role of the new ecclesiastical
elite. Earlier, more varied models of ascetic life were either silenced or condemned as heretical; and
those who had been in fact their reformers became known as the founding fathers of monasticism. Caesarius of Arles William E. Klingshirn 2004-02-12 A study of the Christianisation of southern France
through the career and writings of Bishop Caesarius of Arles.
Inter cives necnon peregrinos Jan Hallebeek 2014-07-16 The contributions to this volume are concerned
with the Roman law of antiquity in its broadest sense, covering both private and public law from the
Roman Republic to the Byzantine era, including legal papyrology. They also examine the reception of
Roman law in Western Europe and its colonies (speciﬁcally the Dutch East Indies) from the Middle Ages
to the promulgation of the German Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch in 1900. They reﬂect the wide interests of
Professor Boudewijn Sirks, whom the volume honours on the occasion of his retirement and whose work
and career have transcended frontiers and nations.
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Martial, Book VII. A Commentary Guillermo Galán Vioque 2017-09-18 This is the ﬁrst comprehensive
commentary –line by line and word by word- on the seventh book of the epigrams of Martial. Literary,
linguistic and metrical matters are examined in depth, and special attention is paid to the relationship
with the poet’s other books and with the rest of Greek and Latin Literature, as well as to the use of
recurrent motifs, obscene language, puns, double meanings and proper names.
Athenian books in the ﬁfth and fourth centuries B.C. Guglielmo Cavallo 1989
Sasanian Iran in the Context of Late Antiquity 2021-02-01 This volume is a collection of papers on
the various aspects of Sasanian world which were delivered at the University of Oxford in 2014.
Ancient Literacies William A Johnson 2009-02-05 This timely volume attempts to formulate interesting
new ways of talking about the entire concept of literacy in the ancient world--literacy not in the sense of
whether 10% or 30% of people in the ancient world could read or write, but in the sense of text-oriented
events embedded in a particular socio-cultural context. The volume is intended as a forum in which
selected leading scholars rethink from the ground up how students of classical antiquity might best
approach the question of literacy in the past, and how that investigation might materially intersect with
changes in the way that literacy is now viewed in other disciplines.
Itinerari dei testi antichi A. Bravo García 1991
The Formal Education of the Author of Luke-Acts Steve Reece 2022-06-16 Steve Reece proposes that the
author of Luke-Acts was trained as a youth in the primary and secondary Greek educational curriculum
typical of the Eastern Mediterranean during the Roman Imperial period, where he gained familiarity with
the Classical and Hellenistic authors whose works were the focus of study. He makes a case for Luke's
knowledge of these authors internally by spotlighting the density of allusions to them in the narrative of
Luke-Acts, and externally by illustrating from contemporary literary, papyrological, and artistic evidence
that the works of these authors were indeed widely known in the Eastern Mediterranean at the time of
the composition of Luke-Acts, not only in the schools but also among the general public. Reece begins
with a thorough examination of the Greek educational system during the Hellenistic and Roman Imperial
periods, emphasizing that the educational curriculum was very homogeneous, at least at the primary and
secondary levels, and that children growing up anywhere in the Eastern Mediterranean could expect to
receive quite similar educations. His close examination of the Greek text of Luke-Acts has turned up
echoes, allusions, and quotations of several of the very authors that were most prominently featured in
the school curriculum: Homer, Aesop, Euripides, Plato, and Aratus. This reinforces the view that Luke,
along with other writers of the New Testament, lived in a cultural milieu that was inﬂuenced by Classical
and Hellenistic Greek literature and that he was not averse to invoking that literature when it served his
theological and literary purposes.
Christianity and the Transformation of the Book Anthony Grafton 2009-06-30 Christianity and the
Transformation of the Book combines broad-gauged synthesis and close textual analysis to reconstruct
the kinds of books and the ways of organizing scholarly inquiry and collaboration among the Christians of
Caesarea, on the coast of Roman Palestine. The book explores the dialectical relationship between
intellectual history and the history of the book, even as it expands our understanding of early Christian
scholarship.
John Lydus and the Roman Past Michael Maas 2005-08-17 John Lydus and the Roman Past oﬀers a
new interpretation of the emergence of Byzantine society as viewed through the eyes of John Lydus, a
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sixth-century scholar and civil servant. Maas show that control of classical inheritance was politically
contested in the reign of Justinian. He demonstrates how the past could be used to convey legitimacy
and social deﬁnition at a time of profound change.
The Hand of Cicero Shane Butler 2005-06-29 Hundreds perished in Rome's Second Proscription, but
one victim is remembered above all others. Cicero stands out, however, not only because of his fame,
but also because his murder included a unique addition to the customary decapitation. For his corpse
was deprived not only of its head, but also of its right hand. Plutarch tells us why Mark Antony wanted the
hand that wrote the Philippics. But how did it come to pass that Rome's greatest orator could be so hated
for the speeches he had written? Charting a course through Cicero's celebrated career, Shane Butler
examines two principal relationships between speech and writing in Roman oratory: the use of
documentary evidence by orators and the 'publication' of both delivered and undelivered speeches. He
presents this fascinating theory that the success of Rome's greatest orator depended as much on writing
as speaking; he also argues against the conventional wisdom that Rome was an 'oral society', in which
writing was rare and served only practical, secondary purposes.
On the Track of the Books Roberta Berardi 2019-06-17 This book oﬀers the hint for a new reﬂection on
ancient textual transmission and editorial practices in Antiquity.In the ﬁrst section, it retraces the ﬁrst
steps of the process of ancient writing and editing. The reader will discover how the book is both a
material object and a metaphorical personiﬁcation, material or immaterial. The second section will focus
on corpora of Greek texts, their formation, and their paratextual apparatus. Readers will explore various
issues dealing with the mechanisms that are at the basis of the assembling of ancient Greek texts, but
great attention will also be given to the role of ancient scholarly work. The third section shows how texts
have two levels of authorship: the author of the text, and the scribe who copies the text. The scribe is not
a medium, but plays a crucial role in changing the text. This section will focus on the protagonists of
some interesting cases of textual transmission, but also on the books they manufactured or kept in the
libraries, and on the words they engraved on stones. Therefore, the fresh voices of the contributors of
this book, oﬀer new perspectives on established research ﬁelds dealing with textual criticism.
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